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SUMMARY
Glioblastoma (GBM) is known as an intractable, highly heterogeneous tumor encompassing multiple sub-
clones, each supported by a distinct glioblastoma stem cell (GSC). The contribution of GSC genetic and tran-
scriptional heterogeneity to tumor subclonal properties is debated. In this study, we describe the systematic
derivation, propagation, and characterization of multiple distinct GSCs from single, treatment-naive GBMs
(GSC families). The tumorigenic potential of each GSC better correlates with its transcriptional profile than
its genetic make-up, with classical GSCs being inherently more aggressive and mesenchymal more depen-
dent on exogenous growth factors across multiple GBMs. These GSCs can segregate and recapitulate
different histopathological aspects of the same GBM, as shown in a paradigmatic tumor with two histopath-
ologically distinct components, including a conventional GBM and a more aggressive primitive neuronal
component. This study provides a resource for investigating how GSCs with distinct genetic and/or pheno-
typic features contribute to individual GBM heterogeneity and malignant escalation.
INTRODUCTION

Glioblastoma (GBM) is one of the deadliest tumors, with a median

overall survival <15 months and a 5-year survival rate <5%.1

GBMs exhibit extensive intratumor heterogeneity, including areas

and individual cells that display diverse and fluctuating transcrip-

tomic profiles, as well as different genetic alterations, in particular

mutually exclusive amplification of receptor tyrosine kinases.2–9

GBM heterogeneity hampers therapeutic efficacy and lays the

ground for tumor recurrence, as chemo-radiotherapy can pro-

mote the selection of resistant subclones and tumor genetic evo-

lution.3,10–14 However, the mechanisms that generate overall

GBM heterogeneity are complex and only partly understood.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
GBM is known to contain a cell hierarchy headed by a subset of

stem-like cells (GSCs).15,16 Until now, it has been underappreci-

ated that the GBM heterogeneous subclones should originate

fromGSCs,which evolve through accumulation of genetic lesions

responsible for the phenotypic hallmarks upon which the selec-

tive pressures from the environment, including therapies, act,

ultimately promoting cancer genetic evolution.17 Furthermore,

GSCs are also a recognized source of phenotypic heterogeneity,

as they generate a subset of pseudodifferentiating cells, which

lose tumorigenic ability along with stem properties.15,16 Evidence

indicates that a likely GSC cell of origin is the neural stem cell of

the brain subventricular zone,18,19 a progenitor capable of

differentiation into the multiple neural tissue cell subtypes.
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Alternatively, the cell of origin can be a more differentiated cell

that regained stem features and differentiation multipotentiality

after reprogramming by oncogenes20 or by neurodevelopmental

transcription factors.21 These origins establish the conditions for

the expression of diverse transcriptional programs during the

generation of the overall tumor cell population, as reflected in

the historical definition of glioblastoma as ‘‘multiforme.’’

Besides theoretical reasoning, data indicate that isolation of

GSCs in culture as ‘‘neurospheres’’ (NSs) appears to be the

most reliable methodology for obtaining long-term self-propa-

gating cell clones that faithfully retain the genetic make-up of tu-

mor (sub)clones, providing obvious advantages over the highly

genetically drifted conventional cell lines.22 Thus, GSCs are

invaluable for functionally challenging the assumptions gener-

ated by single-cell analysis.5 So far, however, NSs have typically

been obtained from surgical samples of limited size, hardly

representative of the entire variegated landscape of the tumor.23

In this study, we developed a methodology to isolate and

propagate multiple, distinct GSCs from individual tumors, by

applying different growth factor (GF) cocktails to whole GBM

cell populations. We thus obtained and characterized a model

to explore the GSC contribution to GBM genetic and phenotypic

heterogeneity and malignant progression.

RESULTS

Conventional NSs segregate different genetic
alterations and expression of receptor tyrosine kinases
coexisting in GBM tissues
GBM genetic alterations were reported to be heterogeneously

distributed within each tumor, in particular receptor tyrosine ki-

nase (RTK) amplifications,7 and TP53 and NF1 mutations.2,11

GSCs propagated in vitro as NSs are known to retain the original

genetic alterations,22 but it is unknown whether each NS can

recapitulate the tumor’s genetic heterogeneity. By analyzing a

retrospective panel of 98 NSs (Table S1), each obtained from a

different GBM (IDH-wt) by conventional methodologies, i.e., by

selection in standard medium containing epidermal growth fac-

tor (EGF) and fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF2), and mostly from

small tumor fragments, we found that each NS is likely mono-

clonal, at least as far as driver gene alterations are concerned.

NS monoclonality is inferred by evaluation of tumor suppressor

gene alterations, such as (1) mutations in PTEN and TP53 (occur-

ring in 65%of NSs), which are almost invariably hemizygous, and

(2) CDKN2A deletion (occurring in 80% of NSs), which is always

homozygous (Figures 1A, S1A, and S1B; Table S1). The overall
Figure 1. Conventional NSs segregate different genetic alterations an

(A) Genetic alterations detected in cohort 1 NS panel (n = 98). Red dots: NS mon

(B) Gene alteration frequencies in the NS panel (black bars), and in TCGA GBM co

et al.24

(C) Oncoprint representing mutual exclusivity of EGFR amplification and PTEN bia

in parental GBM cohort 1 (n = 74) and in TCGA GBM cohort (n = 273).

(D) Left: RTK mRNA expression in cohort 1 NS panel (qPCR). Right: correlation a

(E) RTK expression measured by flow cytometry in six representative NSs. Perce

(F) Left: RTK mRNA expression in the TCGA GBM cohort. Right: Correlation ana

(G) Left: RTK protein expression measured by immunohistochemistry (IHC) in the

(H) RTK co-expression detected by IHC in different tumor areas (upper panels) o

See also Figure S1; Table S1.
analysis of GBM driver genes showed that these NSs faithfully

retain the alterations of matched original tumors (parental

GBMs, cohort 1), which occurred with frequencies similar to

those of The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) GBM cohort (Fig-

ure 1B; Table S1).24 We found that NSs segregate genetic alter-

ations such as EGF receptor (EGFR) amplification and PTEN

biallelic inactivation (Figure 1C; Table S1). Such alterations

tend to be mutually exclusive also in GBM tumor tissues, both

in the cohort that originated this NS panel (cohort 1) and in

TCGAGBM cohort, without reaching statistical significance (Fig-

ure 1C). This indicates that PTEN and EGFR alterations tend to

occur alternately in different tumors and, if they coexist in sub-

clones of the same tumor, they are alternatively isolated in NSs

in a stochastic manner.

Interestingly, we observed that also non-genetic features of

parental GBMs tend to segregate in NSs, in particular expression

of EGFR, MET (also known as hepatocyte growth factor receptor

[HGFR]) and platelet-derived growth factor receptor A

(PDGFRA), which were mutually exclusive in NSs (Figures 1D,

1E, and S1C). In TCGA GBM cohort, EGFR mRNA expression

is mutually exclusive either with MET or PDGFRA (Figure 1F).

Given mutual exclusivity between EGFR amplification and

PTEN biallelic inactivation, MET or PDGFRA expression tends

to associate with the latter in both the NS panel and TCGA

GBM cohort (Figures S1D and S1E). Immunohistochemical anal-

ysis of an ample independent cohort of GBM tissues (validation

cohort, n = 70)25 confirmed mutual exclusivity between EGFR

and the other RTKs (Figure 1G). Interestingly, in 25% of cases,

the three RTKs were coexpressed but localized in different cells,

either intermingled or grouped in different tumor areas (Fig-

ure 1H). Altogether, these data indicate that different tumor sub-

clones, characterized bymutual exclusivity of genetic alterations

(e.g., EGFR amplification and PTEN loss) and/or RTK expres-

sion, often coexist in the same GBM. Using standard methodol-

ogies, these subclones are typically isolated individually as NSs,

meaning that, in each NS, only a single tumor component is rep-

resented (Figure S1F).

GSC families can be isolated from GBM whole-cell
resuspensions via different GF cocktails
To isolate GSCs representing the subclones coexisting in the

same GBM, we designed a protocol combining the use of a

comprehensive source of the whole tumor mass with selective

pressures able to differentially act on subclones and support

generation of established NSs (Figure 2A). As a comprehensive

GSC source, we exploited ‘‘surgical ultrasonic aspirates’’
d RTK expression coexisting in GBM tissues

oclonality inferred by analysis of CDKN2A, PTEN, and TP53 genetic alteration.

hort (gray bars), according to cBioportal and, for pTERTmutations, to Brennan

llelic inactivation in cohort 1 NS panel, and tendency toward mutual exclusivity

nalysis of RTK expression.

ntages of positive cells and mean fluorescence intensity are reported.

lysis of RTK expression.

validation GBM cohort (n = 70). Right: Correlation analysis of RTK expression.

r different intermingled cells (lower panels). Scale bar, 100 mm.
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Figure 2. GSC families can be isolated from GBM whole-cell resuspensions (UAs) via different GF cocktails

(A) GSC family derivation protocol. GSC families (n = 19) are selected starting from ultrasonic aspirates (UAs), by supplying the indicatedGFs of GF cocktails, each

identifying a family ‘‘member.’’

(B) Percentage of total and viable CD45neg/CD56pos GBM cells in a representative UA panel (n = 13). Median is indicated.

(C) Flow cytometry of two representative UAs (GBM17, low cellularity and high viability; GBM18, high cellularity and viability). Percentages of total GBM cells (left:

CD45neg/CD56pos, gated) and CD45neg/CD56pos viable GBM cells (right: DAPIneg, gated) are reported.

(legend continued on next page)
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(UAs), which allow recovering of the whole tumor mass, as

opposed to conventional small biopsies (cohort 2, n = 31)

(Figure 2A; Table S2).26 In a representative UA subset (n = 13),

the percentage of CD45neg/CD56pos GBM cells27 was variable

(median = 22.8%), but cell viability was consistently high

(median = 71.7%) (Figures 2B, 2C, S2A, and S2B). Importantly,

UA retained the ensemble of gene amplifications, known to be

heterogeneously distributed7,28 and often at risk of being missed

in single biopsies (Figures 2D and 2E).

As selective pressures, we used EGF, FGF2, PDGFB, and

HGF, alone or in various combinations, resulting in a total of eight

different conditions (Figures 2A and 2F). This choice was based

on the following observations: (1) theseGFs are highly expressed

in the brain andGBMmicroenvironment (Figures S2C–S2E)29; (2)

the corresponding RTKs are expressed in a mutually exclusive

fashion in tumors and GSCs (Figures 1D–1H and S2C–S2E);

and (3) these GFs can support GSC proliferation and long-term

propagation (Figure S2F).16,30,31 The combination of the four

GFs was used either at a standard (20 ng/mL each: EFPH20)

or a reduced (2 ng/mL each: EFPH2) concentration, the latter

in order to prevent the counterselection of EGFR and PDGFRA

amplification observed in conventional NSs (Figures S2G and

S2H; Table S1).32,33 Moreover, as highly aggressive cancer

stem cells from other tumors can be selected in the complete

GF absence,34 we also used a medium devoid of any GF

(Figures 2A and 2F).

The selection protocol was applied to 31 GBM UAs (cohort 2)

(Figures 2A and 2F). The ensemble of established NSs selected

from each GBM was defined as a GSC ‘‘family,’’ and each NS

as a GSC family ‘‘member.’’ Nineteen GSC families were derived

(efficiency �62%), each including at least two members, indi-

cating that not only the standard medium, but also the other con-

ditions can select NSs. However, the presence of either EGF or

FGF2 was usually required; the standard medium (EF) and the

richest GF cocktail (EFPH20) displayed the maximum probability

to select a member in all families (Figure 2F). Conversely, either

PDGFBorHGFalone could select amember only in five of 20 fam-

ilies. Only within the latter families (three of five), a member could

be selected in the absence of any GF as well (NO GF; Figure 2F).

Overall, GBMs could be grouped into two major subsets, one giv-

ing families (n = 14) whose members required the presence of at

least EGF or FGF2, the other giving families (n = 5) including

also members independent from standard GFs (Figure 2F).

Correlations between the genetic landscape of original
GBMs and GSC family generation
Genetic analysis of cohort 2 original GBMs (UAs, n = 31) revealed

the presence of driver gene alterations at frequencies similar to

those reported by TCGA,24 except for CDKN2A deletion, which
(D) Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) showingMYC amplification in two diff

with gene CN±SEM is indicated. Scale bar, 25 mm.

(E) MYC CN measured in UA (GBM09).

(F) GSC family derivation from GBM UAs (n = 31). Rows: GBMs yielding GSC fam

and/or FGF2 required; low: EGF and/or FGF2 dispensable). Columns: GSC family

and/or FGF2; E/F indep.: not requiring EGF and/or FGF2. Histogram: N of GSC fa

(n = 19).

See also Figure S2; Table S2.
was underrepresented (Figure 3A; Table S2). This could be ex-

plained by the fact that the relatively small percentage of GBM

cells present in UA (Figures 2B and S2B) decreased the chance

of detecting CDKN2A deletion, although without compromising

gene mutation or amplification analysis. In addition, in our

cohort, MYC or MYCN amplification occurred in 13% of cases

(Figure 3A; Table S2), a frequency significantly higher compared

with TCGA GBM cohort (1.8%),24 but consistent with recent re-

ports highlighting focal MYC amplification in GBM tissues.35

Concerning correlations between the original tumor genetic

make-up and the probability to derive GSC families, we

observed that GBMs harboring TP53 mutations displayed

increased probability to generate NSs, consistently with previ-

ous evidence that TP53 inactivation supports the cancer stem

phenotype36 (Figures 3B and S3A). Conversely, GBMs harboring

EGFR amplification showed a significantly decreased ability to

generate NSs (Figures 3B and S3A). No other GBM genetic alter-

ation could be statistically significantly correlated with genera-

tion of GSC families nor was any alteration preferentially associ-

ated with the generation of NSs independent of EGF or FGF2 for

their propagation (Figures 3A, 3B and S3A).

GSC family members share driver mutations and display
heterogeneous and plastic gene amplifications
For comprehensive genetic and functional characterization, we

chose four GSC families corresponding to original GBMs (UA)

with different genetic landscapes, including possibly subclonal

or heterogeneous alterations (Figure 3A; Table S2): (1) GBM20

displayed high EGFR amplification, EGFR mutation, and PTEN

hemizygous deletion; (2) GBM18 displayed both EGFR and

PDGFRA amplification, and PTEN hemizygous deletion; (3)

GBM17 displayed EGFR amplification and MYC copy number

(CN) gain; and (4) GBM14 was devoid of RTK amplifications or

PTEN loss, but, as a peculiarity, displayed RB1 mutation (Fig-

ure 3A; Table S5). The latter mutation could correlate with cell cy-

cle escape from GF control, and indeed the corresponding GSC

family included a member able to grow in the absence of GFs

(NO GF) (Figure 2B).

In each family, all members were monoclonal, as shown by

variant allele frequencies (VAFs) of pathogenic single nucleotide

variants (SNVs), i.e., mutations, in GBM driver genes, like in the

case of conventionally derived NSs (Figure 4A). Moreover, all

driver gene mutations detected in the original tumors were

shared among all members of the corresponding families

(Figure 4A).

Conversely, driver gene CN gain or amplifications were more

heterogeneously distributed among family members and dis-

played differences with the corresponding tumors (Figure 4A;

Table S5).
erent biopsies fromGBM09. The percentage of amplified and/or wild-type cells

ilies (n = 19), grouped based on GF requirements for NS generation (high: EGF

members (NS) derived in each GF or GF cocktail. E/F dependent: requiring EGF

mily members derived in each GF or GF cocktail vs. the total N of GSC families
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In GBM20, all members, like the original tumor, displayed

high EGFR amplification, as well as PTEN monoallelic inactiva-

tion (Figure 4A). However, EGFR amplification was always

extrachromosomal and CN, although always >10 copies/cell,

was variable across family members. At the time of NS stabili-

zation (�10 passages, t1), EGFR CN was relatively lower and

uniform in members kept in high EGF concentration (EF,

EFPH20, and E) (Figures 4B and 4C), consistently with evidence

that EGF counterselects cells with high EGFR CN (Figure S2G;

Table S1). At a later time point (�20 passages, t2), EGFR CN re-

mained substantially unchanged, or with a tendency to

decrease in members kept with FGF2 or HGF alone, which

were mostly displaying very high CN at an earlier time point

(Figures 4B and 4C).

In GBM18, EGFR and PDGFRA amplifications of the original

tumor could be segregated in different members, although

both reduced to a CN gain (in particular EGFR), with members

EF and E retaining EGFR, and member F retaining PDGFRA.

While RTK CN decreased, PTEN biallelic loss became evident

in all GBM18 members (Figure 4A).

In GBM17, original EGFR amplification was lost or strongly

reduced, while hemizygous PTEN mutation (i.e., biallelic inacti-

vation) became evident in all family members. In addition, MYC

amplification, barely detectable in the original tumor, was de-

tected in all family members (Figure 4A). Interestingly, MYC

amplification was extrachromosomal and, at the time of NS sta-

bilization (approximately passage 10, t1), displayed both quanti-

tative and qualitative differences (formation of double minutes

and/or clusters) across family members, without clear correla-

tion with culture conditions (Figures 4A, 4D, and 4E). However,

we can observe that the richest GF cocktail (EFPH20) counterse-

lectedMYC amplification, while the cocktail with a lower GF con-

centration (EFPH2) primarily selectedMYC amplification in clus-

ters, which may be associated with higher transcriptional

activity.37 The MYC amplification features of each member

tended to remain stable over time, with the exception of member

E, where amplifications changed fromdoubleminutes to clusters

(Figures 4D and 4E).

To investigate the ability of GSCs to change their amplification

features across multiple cell generations, we performed single-

cell cloning of GBM17 member EF, which displayed a high de-

gree of MYC amplification heterogeneity (�54% of cells with

MYC in clusters, �32% with MYC in double minutes, �14%

without amplification). These single cells regenerated NSs that

reconstituted the original MYC amplification heterogeneity (on

average �61% of cells with MYC in clusters, �30% with MYC

in double minutes, �9% without amplification), suggesting sto-

chastic distribution and plasticity of amplifications in the original

NS cell population (Figures 4E and S3B).

Finally, in GBM14, RB1 and TP53 biallelic inactivation were re-

tained by all members (Figure 4A).
Figure 3. Correlations between the genetic landscape of original GBM

(A) Genetic alteration frequencies in cohort 2 GBMs (n = 31). GBMs are grouped

(B) Genetic alterations and NS generation. Bars indicate the number of GBMs, eith

(light gray bars). *Anti-correlation between EGFR amplification and NS generation

0.02) (Fisher’s exact test).

See also Figure S3A; Table S2.
In summary, within each family, different GSCs retained from

original GBMs and fully shared the same driver gene mutations.

The presumptive subclonal composition of the original tumor,

suggested by coexistence of two different RTK amplifications,

or RTK amplification(s) and PTEN deletion were segregated

only in the case of EGFR and PDGFRA. However, the character-

istics of gene amplification observed within GSC families, and

among cells of the same GSC culture, suggest that, unlike SNV

or deletion, gene amplification is not a fixed feature that unequiv-

ocally identifies a subclone, but, rather, a plastic feature that can

be influenced by the relative abundance of exogenous GFs in the

microenvironment.

Within each family, GSCmembers display overall similar
mutational landscapes
The degree of overall genetic similarity among members of the

same GSC family, and similarity between the original GBM

(UA) and the GSC family, was reconstructed (Figure 4F). In all

members of each family, the majority of SNVs displayed high

VAF, further attesting NS monoclonality, and were shared

among all members of the same family, mirroring the homogene-

ity of driver genes (Figures 4F and 4A). Besides such fully shared

high-frequency SNVs, each GSC family member displayed a

lower percentage of private or partially shared SNVs, possibly

stochastically associated with different culture conditions. By

comparing each GSC family with its original GBM, we observed

that, with a few exceptions (GBM17), no de novo, private, and

high-frequency SNVs appeared in family members with respect

to the GBM (Figure 4F). Conversely, each original GBM dis-

played a significantly higher proportion of low-frequency SNVs,

as compared with NSs. In a minor part, such SNVs became

high-frequency in NSs, and in a greater part they were lost, indi-

cating counterselection of subclonal tumor SNVs during NS gen-

eration (Figure 4F). However, no SNV exclusive of any member

(either de novo or positively selected from the original GBM)

had a presumptive pathogenic role.

GSC family members display heterogeneous
transcriptional profiles
After transcriptional profiling, GSC family members were sub-

typed into mesenchymal, classical or proneural.25,38 These sub-

types have been previously associated with specific genetic al-

terations, in particular the classical subtype with EGFR and the

proneural with PDGFRA amplification.39 Consistently, we

observed that retained EGFR amplification uniformly correlated

with a classical profile in allmembers ofGBM20 family (Figure 5A;

Table S3). Moreover, unsupervised clustering analysis revealed

that GBM20 members were highly homogeneous (Figure 5B).

Conversely, in the other families, members displayed different

subtyping and more heterogeneous global transcriptional pro-

files, causing member distribution in different clusters
s and GSC family generation

according to NS generation and dependence on EGF/FGF2.

er wild-type or altered in each gene, that generated NSs (dark gray bars) or not

(p = 0.05); **Positive correlation between TP53mutation and NS generation (p =
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(Figures 5A and 5B; Table S3). In GBM17 family, which lost the

original EGFR amplification but retained heterogeneous MYC

amplification (Figures 4A and 4D), member F was subtyped as

classical, while the others were mesenchymal (Figure 5A;

Table S3). In GBM18 family, which segregated EGFR and

PDGFRA CN gains in different members, members E (EGFR

CN gain) and F (PDGFRA CN gain) were both subtyped as clas-

sical, member EFPH20 (no RTK gain) as mesenchymal, and

member EF (EGFR gain) remained unclassified. In GBM14 family

(devoid of any gene amplification), members EF, EFPH20 and F

weremesenchymal, member Ewas unclassified and the twoGF-

independent members (NOGF and P) were proneural (Figure 5A;

Table S3).

The transcriptional profile of GSC family members could not

be compared with original UA, where low tumor cellularity pre-

vented reliable transcriptional characterization (Figure S2B).

However, in GBM17 and GBM18 families, the transcriptional

profile was analyzed at different time points during GSC propa-

gation, showing that, at low passages (%8, t0), each member

tend to be more heterogeneous, being often (in 5/8 cases) as-

signed to 2 or 3 different subtypes (Figure 5C; Table S3). At the

time of NS stabilization (�10–12 passages, t1) each member dis-

plays a uniform subtype that is maintained for long time (up to

>20 passages, t2), in some cases tending to blur (Figure 5C;

Table S3).

The transcriptional profile of each GSC family member seems

independent from the type of GF(s) used for selection and prop-

agation. However, although statistical analysis was affected by

the small numbers, we could observe that mesenchymal GSCs

were preferentially selected by GF cocktails, rather than by sin-

gle GFs (Figure 5D).

Principal-component analysis (PCA) confirmed relative homo-

geneity of GBM20 family members, and relative member hetero-

geneity within the other families (Figure 5E). Of note, members of

different families belonging to the same subtype (classical or

mesenchymal) displayed a high degree of similarity, even greater

than that shared with other members of the same family (Fig-

ure 5E), as observed also in the unsupervised clustering analysis

(Figure 5B). This suggests that the transcriptional profile is rela-

tively independent from the genetic make-up, and may heavily

rely on other molecular factors, possibly related to epigenetic

control and developmental stage of the cell of origin.40

In summary, within GSC families, members displayed different

transcriptional profiles despite mutational homogeneity, and

with inconstant correlation with gene amplifications. Moreover,
Figure 4. GSC family members display similar mutational landscapes
(A) GBM driver gene pathogenic alterations (mutation variant allele frequency [V

validated in four paradigmatic GBMs (UA) and corresponding GSC families. #VA

(B) FISH showing EGFR amplification levels in GBM20 family members at the tim

bar, 25 mm.

(C) Fraction of cells in each GBM20 family member with respective CN as in (B).

(D) FISH showing MYC amplification levels and modalities in GBM17 family me

passages (t2). Scale bar, 25 mm.

(E) Fraction of cells with or withoutMYC amplification in double minutes (DM) or c

member.

(F) Genomic similarities among parental GBMs (UAs) and matched GSC families

(height) and heatmap (right) shows the number of fully or partly shared, and priva

See also Figure S3B; Table S2.
GSC family members displayed transcriptional similarities

across families, irrespectively of different genetic landscapes.

GSC family members display distinctive RTK expression
Within GSC families, transcriptional heterogeneity was mirrored

by different RTK expression, (Figures 5F–5H). EGFR was mostly

expressed by classical members, and MET (HGFR) by the

mesenchymal, consistently with previous evidence that the two

receptors are subtype markers,30,33,39 while PDGFRA expres-

sion was more promiscuous, and, in general, displayed by a

lower percentage of cells in each GSC family member

(Figures 5G and 5H). Interestingly, the two GBM14 family mem-

bers able to grow in the complete absence of GFs (NO GF) or

PDGF alone (P), both subtyped as proneural, did not express

EGFR or MET or PDGFRA, but only FGFRs (Figures 5F–5H and

S3C). Global transcriptomic analysis of all the RTKs (EGFR,

FGFR and PDGFR families, and MET) for the GFs used for

GSC derivation showed that mesenchymal GSCs, beside MET,

expressed statistically significantly higher levels of PDGFRs

and FGFRs compared to classical or proneural GSCs (Fig-

ure S3C). This suggests that mesenchymal GSCs are more pre-

disposed to respond to GF cocktails compared with the other

GSC subtypes, consistently with the tendency to be selected

by such media (Figure 5D).

Consistently with findings in GBM tissues (Figure 1H), flow cy-

tometry showed also that RTKs were coexpressed in the original

GBM (UA) but tended to segregate into different GSC family

members, according to the NS subtype at the time of stabiliza-

tion (tendency to mutual exclusivity between EGFR and MET:

p = 0.7, between EGFR and PDGFRA: p = 0.4; tendency to co-

occurrence between MET and PDGFRA: p = 0.1) (Figure 5H).

These data indicate that heterogeneous aspects coexisting in

GBM tissues are singularly recapitulated by distinct GSC family

members, thanks to differential selective pressures exerted

through critical subtype functional markers such as RTKs.41

GSC family members display heterogeneous
phenotypes and malignancy mirroring their
transcriptional subtypes
Within each GSC family, members displayed typical stem and

tumorigenic properties. However, with the exception of the

GBM20 family, such properties differed quantitatively among

members, and tumorigenicity displayed a striking correlation

with the transcriptional subtype. Stem cell frequency tended to

be higher in classical compared with mesenchymal members
and heterogeneous gene amplifications
AF] and CN variation [CNV]) detected by whole exome sequencing (WES) and

F estimated by integrating WES and Sanger Sequencing data.

e of NS culture stabilization (t1: �10 passages) and at �20 passages (t2). Scale

mbers at the time of NS culture stabilization (t1: �10 passages) and at �20

lusters, in each GBM17 family member as in (D), and in NS subclones of the EF

. In each graph, hierarchical clustering (left) shows distance between samples

te mutations, with respective VAFs (frequencies).
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(Figures 6A and S4A–S4D). The proneural members, present

only in GBM14 family (NO GF and P), displayed a lower stem

cell frequency compared with classical and mesenchymal

(Figures 6A and S4A). In vivo tumorigenicity mostly reflected

stem cell frequency, with classical GSCs displaying statistically

significant earlier tumor onset (p = 0.01) and higher tumor take

(p = 0.005), compared with mesenchymal GSCs, across all fam-

ilies (Figures 6B and S4E–S4H). As a notable exception, GBM14

proneural members, endowed with a relatively low in vitro stem

cell frequency, displayed the highest tumorigenic potential

compared with any other GSCs of the same or other families

(Figures 6B and S4E). Kaplan-Meier curves were consistent

with tumorigenic potential, showing the shortest survival in

mice injected with proneural, intermediate survival in mice in-

jected with classical, and longest survival in mice injected with

mesenchymal GSCs (Figure 6C).

The apparent paradox of GBM14, where low stem cell fre-

quency associated with the highest tumorigenic potential,

could be explained by the proliferative autonomy (indepen-

dence from exogenous GFs) displayed by GBM14 proneural

members. Indeed, the latter could be propagated in the com-

plete absence of GFs or in the presence of the sole PDGF, for

which they lack the receptor (Figures 5F, 5H, and 6D). We pre-

viously associated cancer stem cell proliferative autonomy with

exceedingly high tumor-initiating frequency.34 In these GSC

families, we found that tumorigenic potential mirrored not

only the transcriptional subtype but also the relative sensitivity

to GFs. Classical GSCs (all selected and propagated in the

presence of GFs), when switched to a GF-deprived medium,

overall displayed a more limited ability to autonomously prolif-

erate compared with proneural; mesenchymal GSCs were

overall unable to self-sustain proliferation (Figures 6D and

S5A–S5D). Conversely, after exposure to the richest GF cock-

tail (EFPH20), the proliferative response was the highest in

the mesenchymal, intermediate in the classical, and negligible

in the proneural group (Figures 6E and S5E–S5H). These data

indicate that mesenchymal GSCs, expressing the global high-

est level of RTKs (Figures 5G and S3C), vigorously respond to

GFs and may be strongly dependent on the tumor microenvi-

ronment, which, in the immunocompromised host, can be

depleted of essential cues.
Figure 5. GSC family members display heterogeneous transcriptional

(A) GSC family member classification into mesenchymal (MES), classical (CL),

subtype assignment. Full color dots: significant subtype assignment for a single

PDGFRA CNV of each original GBM and GSC family member are also indicated

(B) Unsupervised clustering of GSC family members (columns) based on expres

(C) GBM17 and GBM18 family member classification at different NS culture p

10 < p < 15); high (HP, t2: R15p). Colored dots: significant subtype assignment

assessed.

(D) Transcriptional subtypes selected by different GFs (rows) in each GSC famil

association of mesenchymal subtype with GF cocktails vs. single GFs (p = 0.07,

(E) Principal-component analysis (PCA) performed on most differentially express

identify transcriptional subtypes.

(F) RTK mRNA expression in GSC family members (RNAseq L2R). Transcriptiona

(G) Percentage of cells expressing each RTK in overall GSC family members i

indicated.

(H) Percentage of cells expressing each RTK in GBM UAs (insets) and GSC fami

See also Figure S3C; Table S3.
In differentiation assays, classical and mesenchymal mem-

bers in all families could be induced to pseudodifferentiate and

expressed multiple differentiation markers, with no seemingly

preferential association between GSC subtype and differentia-

tion lineage (Figures 6F–6I and S6). Interestingly, the two

GBM14 proneural members endowed with proliferative auton-

omy were resistant to differentiation, a feature that, again, can

correlate with increased tumor aggressiveness (Figure 6F).

These findings indicate that the presence of high-level EGFR

amplification correlates not only with high genetic and transcrip-

tional homogeneity, but, consistently, with biological homogene-

ity of different GSC family members. In the absence of EGFR

amplification, GSC transcriptional profiles and biological proper-

ties are more heterogeneous within GSC families. Across multi-

ple families, the tumorigenic potential better correlates with the

transcriptional rather than the genetic profile.

GBM14 family members segregate distinct pathological
features of the original GBM-PNC tumor
Among the four families, GBM14 represents a paradigmatic

example. Indeed, on the one hand, GBM14 family members

display a relatively homogeneous genetic landscape, as they

fully share genetic drivers and show the highest degree of overall

genetic similarity among families (Figures 4A and 4F). On the

other hand, GBM14 family members display marked biological

differences: NO GF and P members (proneural subtype)

concomitantly display autonomy from exogenous GFs and

high tumorigenic potential, while the remaining members

(mesenchymal or unclassifiable subtype) are dependent of exog-

enous GFs and less aggressive (Figures 5A, 6A–6E, S4A, S4E,

S5A, and S5E; Table S3).

The original GBM14 tumor was diagnosed as a GBM with a

primitive neuronal component (GBM-PNC), a rapidly lethal

GBM variant recognized by the World Health Organization clas-

sification, featuring a distinctive methylation profile and frequent

association with TP53 and RB1 inactivation (as found in GBM14,

Figure 4A; Table S2).42–44 Histopathologically, GBM-PNCs

include areas defined as GBM component (positive for GFAP

staining) and areas defined as PNC component (negative for

GFAP and positive for synaptophysin staining) (Figure 7A).43

Analysis of tumors formed by GBM14 family members showed
profiles and distinctive RTK expression

and proneural (PN) subtypes. Color intensity is proportional to probability of

classifier (p < 0.05). Gray dots: lack of any subtype assignment. EGFR and

.

sion of the 1,000 most differentially expressed genes (rows).

assages: low (LP, t0: %8p in GBM17; %5p in GBM18); stabilization (SP, t1:

(p < 0.05). White dots: not significant subtype assignment (p R 0.05). –: not

y (columns). Colored dots: GSC transcriptional subtype as in (A). Preferential

Fisher’s exact test).

ed genes as in (B). Each dot represents a GSC family member. Colored areas

l subtypes as in (A) are indicated.

dentified by transcriptional subtype, measured by flow cytometry. Median is

ly members (flow cytometry representative data).
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that autonomous and aggressive NO GF and P members regen-

erated a pure PNC component, while the other members regen-

erated a pure GBM component (members F, EF) or a heteroge-

neous GBM-PNC (member E) (Figure 7A). The only tumor

generated by the EFPH20 member (Figure S4E) was too small

to be exhaustively analyzed. However, the close transcriptional

similarity between EFPH20 and the members giving a pure

GBM component (F and EF, Figure 5E) suggests that EFPH20

could generate a pure GBM as well.

GBM14 family members segregate distinct
transcriptional programs related either to GBM or PNC
To better characterize the distinctive features of GSCs regener-

ating the one or the other GBM-PNC component, we investi-

gated the most differentially expressed genes in the group of

PNC-regenerating family members (P and NO GF) vs. those re-

generating a pure GBM (EF and EFPH20, chosen for their recip-

rocal close transcriptional proximity and maximum distance

from P and NO GF, Figure 5E). This analysis identified a GBM-

PNC signature encompassing 2,401 genes (1,293 upregulated

in PNC and 1,108 upregulated in GBM) (Figure 7B; Table S3).

GBM-PNC signature gene ontology showed a striking enrich-

ment in genes related to neurogenesis and neuronal fate in

PNC-regenerating members, and in genes associated with

typical mesenchymal GBM features in the GBM-regenerating

members (Figure S7A; Table S3).45 Application of the GBM-

PNC signature to the entire GBM14 family highlighted that mem-

ber F (regenerating a pure GBM) specifically upregulated genes

associated with mesenchymal GBM, while member E (regener-

ating a GBM-PNC) displayed an overall modest activation of

both GBM and PNC transcriptional programs (Figures S7B

and S7C).

Among the most expressed genes in PNC-regenerating mem-

bers, we noticed DCX, CD24, and SOX11 (Figure 7B; Table S3),

known to be tightly associated with the so-called ‘‘neural-pro-

genitor-like (NPC-like)’’ state, identified in GBM by single-cell

analysis.5 Other highly expressed genes such as RBFOX3 (en-

coding NeuN), NEUROD1, and BTG2 were related to an early

developmental neural stage as well.46 Conversely, in the GBM

component, typical mesenchymal markers such as YAP1, VIM

(vimentin), CD44, and MET were specifically expressed (Fig-

ure 7B; Table S3).39 Application of gene signatures identified

by Neftel et al.5 recognized PNC-regenerating members as
Figure 6. GSC family members display heterogeneous phenotypes an
(A) Stem cell frequency in GSC family members. Limiting dilution assay data are

(B) Timing of tumor onset after injection of GSC family members. Tumor take (n

(C) Survival curves (overall survival [OS]) in mice groups. Each group includes mice

twomembers, total mice: n = 9; CL: 10members, total mice: n = 56; MES: eight m

rank Mantel-Cox test, p < 0.001.

(D) Proliferation curves in GSC family member groups measured in the absence

subtype (PN: n = 2; CL: n = 10; MES: n = 8). Data are shown as mean ± SEM of

(E) Proliferation curves in GSC family members groups, measured in the presenc

families as in (D). Data are shown as mean ± SEM of at least two independent e

(F–I) Expression of differentiation markers in GBM14 (F), GBM17 (G), GBM18 (H) a

NO GF and P members did not adhere to the substrate (lack of differentiation, sh

tub, tubulin beta 3 (neuronal marker); GFAP, glial fibrillary acidic protein (astrocy

25 mm.

See also Figures S4–S6.
‘‘NPC-like’’ and GBM-regenerating members as ‘‘mesen-

chymal-like (MES-like)’’ (Figures 7C and 7D). The member able

to regenerate both PNC and GBM components (E) was defined

as ‘‘astrocyte cell-like (AC-like)’’ (Figures 7C and 7D). Specific,

mutually exclusive expression of NPC-like or MES-like genes

was confirmed in family members that regenerated the PNC

(NO GF) or the GBM (EF) aspect of the tumor, respectively, while

the member with bifunctional properties (E) displayed expres-

sion of MES-like together with NPC-like markers (Figures 7E

and 7F).

In line with bulk transcriptomic profiling, single-cell analysis re-

vealed that GSCs regenerating GBM only (member F) were ho-

mogeneously assigned to the MES-like subtype (>95% of cells),

while those regenerating PNC only (member NO GF) were as-

signed to the NPC-like subtype (�45%) or to the MES-like

(<30%), or remained unclassified (Figures 7G and S7D;

Table S3). GSCs able to regenerate both GBM and PNC (mem-

ber E), included a majority of cells (�65%) assigned to the MES-

like subtype, but also a few cells assigned to the NPC-like (�2%)

or AC-like (�0.5%) subtypes (Figures 7G and S7D; Table S3).

Consistently, GSCs reproducing GBM or PNC only expressed

high levels of MES-like or NPC-like signature markers, respec-

tively, while GSCs reproducing both GBM and PNC displayed in-

termediate levels (Figure S7E). In addition, by applying the GBM-

PNC signature to single cells (Figure S7B), we observed that,

while member NO GF and member F mostly display sharp

PNC or GBM features, member E includes a majority of cells

with intermediate transcriptional features, which can correspond

to GSCs in an earlier or more plastic transcriptional state (Fig-

ure S7F). Overall, single-cell analyses suggest that member F

contains a homogeneous MES-like cell population, enabling se-

lective regeneration of the GBM component of the original tumor

upon transplantation. Member NO GF is more heterogeneous

but includes a predominant population with sharp NPC-like fea-

tures, which tend to take over upon transplantation, thus repro-

ducing the PNC component of the tumor. Finally, member E in-

cludes heterogeneous cells that may be able to regenerate

both aspects of the tumor because of the concomitant presence

of NPC-like cells together with abundant MES-like cells, or

because they retain a transitional state, open to evolve either

into GBM or PNC.

Finally, by in situ RNA hybridization on the original GBM14 tu-

mor, we found that the GBM or PNC component expressed
d malignancy mirroring their transcriptional subtypes
represented as mean ± SEM of at least two independent experiments.

of mice developing tumors/n of injected mice) is indicated.

injected with all members of the four GSC families with the same subtype (PN:

embers, total mice: n = 40; not classified: twomembers, total mice: n = 10) *Log

of GFs. Groups include all members of the four GSC families with the same

at least two independent experiments. *Student’s paired t test, p < 0.05.

e of a full GF cocktail (EFPH20). Groups include all members of the four GSC

xperiments. *Student’s paired t test, p < 0.05.

nd GBM20 (I) family members cultured in prodifferentiating conditions. GBM14

own by light microscopy) and could not undergo immunofluorescence. beta3-

tic marker); GalC, galactosylceramidase (oligodendroglial marker). Scale bar,
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preferentially and in a mutually exclusive manner the markers

characterizing the MES-like or NPC-like state in GSC family

members, respectively (Figures 7H–7J). These data indicate

that different GSC family members such as member F and NO

GF can consistently segregate the molecular determinants of

distinct aspects of the original tumor, retain those determinants

during in vitro propagation, and faithfully reproduce the related

distinct tumor aspects upon in vivo transplantation.

DISCUSSION

In GSC families obtained through selective pressures repre-

sented by different combinations of GFs, we found that driver

gene mutations and deletions were relatively homogeneous.

Although it is expected that each GBM undergoes genetic evo-

lution, it is unsurprising that, at clinical presentation, the clone

harboring the majority of driver gene mutations has become

prevalent, and/or it has the highest probabilities of being

selected by any culture condition. However, we found that

GSCs could segregate different RTK amplifications, which are

known as late alterations unevenly distributed within each

GBM.7–9

GSCs can contribute to elucidate how intratumor gene ampli-

fication heterogeneity can result from plasticity of gene amplifi-

cations residing in extrachromosomal DNA, which were recently

highlighted in GBM and other tumor tissues.28,35,37,47 In GSC

families, different members display varying levels and/or pat-

terns of extrachromosomal amplification of the same gene.

Moreover, this heterogeneity is reproduced in single-cell sub-

clones of the same GSC culture, allowing for the coexistence

of cells with different levels of the same oncogene derived

from the same mother cell. This protean, non-mendelian inheri-

tance of extrachromosomal material can favor counterselection

of RTK amplifications during GSC derivation, as observed in this

study and in previous reports,32,33 and it has significant implica-

tions for targeted therapies since RTKs are frequently amplified

genes and top candidates for drug targeting.
Figure 7. GBM14 family members segregate distinct pathological fea

programs

(A) Histopathology of parental GBM14 tumor and of representative experimental

specific GBM (GFAP, glial fibrillary acidic protein) or PNC (SYN, synaptophysin) m

200 mm.

(B) Expression levels of genes identified as upregulated in GSCs generating PNC (

Table S3.

(C) Expression levels of gene signatures identified by Neftel et al.5 in GBM14 fam

(D) Metagenes calculated as the average L2R expression levels of gene signatur

(E) Flow cytometry showing NPC-like (CD24) and MES-like (CD44) marker expres

PNC (E) experimental tumors. Percentage of positive cells and mean fluorescenc

(F) Western blots showing expression of NPC-like (orange) and MES-like (purple)

(G) Transcriptional subtyping of cells fromGBM14 family members based on scRN

to each subtype.

(H) In situ RNA hybridization of GBM14 original tumor tissue for NPC-like and M

higher magnifications. Scale bar, 100 mm.

(I) Nested box plot showing the percentage of cells positive for the indicated MES

markers are significantlymore expressed thanNPC-like markers in the GBMcomp

test, p < 0.001).

(J) Expression levels (average dots/cell) of the indicatedmarkers in theGBMor PN

other (nested t test, p < 0.02).

See also Figure S7; Table S3.
The high EGFR amplification observed in all members of the

GBM20 family, despite quantitative differences, consistently

associated with a classical subtype, as expected.39 However,

GSCs can exhibit a classical profile even in the absence of

EGFR amplification, suggesting that this profile may depend

more strongly on the cell type or developmental stage at which

transformation occurs, rather than on the genetic alteration

itself.

Unlike in the EGFR-amplified GBM20 family, members of the

other families, despite sharing largely common mutational land-

scapes, display heterogeneous transcriptional profiles, and, not

surprisingly, different biological properties. Classical GSCs

consistently exhibit higher tumorigenic potential compared

with mesenchymal GSCs across multiple tumors. As GBMs

with a bulk classical transcriptional profile do not display a

different prognosis from those displaying a bulk mesenchymal

or proneural profile, our data suggest that the inherent greater

tumorigenicity of classical GSCs can result from the absence

of an immune system in the mouse xenograft. Conversely, in

the human microenvironment, mesenchymal GSCs, which, as

we show, can respond more vigorously to exogenous GFs,

may find appropriate cues and even prevail on classical sub-

clones. Indeed, in recurrent GBMs, the tumor tissue consistently

shows enrichment of growth factor-producing cells, while GBM

cells tend to express mesenchymal programs,48 indicating that

the mesenchymal phenotype can be both selected and actively

sustained by the microenvironment. Moreover, the ability to

respond to multiple exogenous GFs can confer a double selec-

tive advantage, including increased proliferative drive and pro-

tection against therapeutic damage.49

As a paradigmatic case, we found that genetically homoge-

neous GSCs from the same family (GBM14) segregated two

distinct histopathological aspects (GBM and PNC or ‘‘primitive

neuronal component,’’ respectively), which coexisted in the orig-

inal tumor. The PNC component is known as a sign of hyperma-

lignant progression and correlates with a harsher prognosis.43,50

Interestingly, the GSCs regenerating the PNC component
tures of the original tumor associated with distinct transcriptional

GBMs generated by GSC family members. Staining of sequential sections for

arkers, or hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). Dotted lines: tumor areas. Scale bar,

P and NOGF) or GBM (EF and EFPH20) experimental tumors. Full gene list is in

ily members.

es as in (C).

sion in GBM14 members generating PNC (NO GF), GBM (EF), or mixed GBM-

e intensity (MFI) are reported.

markers in GSCs as in (E). ASCL1, OPC-like marker; vinculin, loading control.

A profiling. Bar graphs represent the percentage of cells significantly assigned

ES-like markers. Dotted lines separate GBM and PNC components. Squares:

-like and NPC-like markers in the GBM or PNC component as in (H). MES-like

onent (nested t test, p < 0.002), and vice-versa in the PNC component (nested t

C component as in (H). Bold: significantly higher value in one component vs. the
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display, unlike the other GSC family members, the ability to self-

sustain long-term propagation in the absence of exogenous

GFs. This ability is emerging as a common trait of stem-like cells

from highly aggressive tumors, such as ‘‘cancers of unknown pri-

mary’’ origin, which exhibit a differentiation-resistant phenotype,

preventing identification of the tissue of origin, coupled with high

metastatic ability.34 Interestingly, GSCs regenerating the PNC

component display anNPC-like (neural progenitor cell-like)5 pro-

file, typical of the early neural stem cell, suggesting propensity to

remain in an undifferentiated state.

The NPC-like status has been associated with CDK4 amplifi-

cation,5 which is absent in GBM14 tumor or family members.

However, in GBM14, we detected RB1 loss, which is character-

istic of GBM-PNC42,51 and shares properties with CDK4 amplifi-

cation, as both alterations can disrupt cell cycle restrictions and

sustain autonomous proliferation. However, RB1 loss alone is

likely insufficient to impose the NPC-like transcriptional profile

and the PNC histopathological phenotype, since syngeneic

GSCs from the GBM14 family (all sharing RB1 loss) can generate

either the PNC or the GBM (mesenchymal) component. These

data indicate that the appearance of a PNC component in

GBM can occur without obvious genetic evolution but through

the stabilization of a transcriptional program retaining GSCs in

an early neuronal state. A relevant next question is to understand

the molecular basis of this differentiation block. Intriguingly, the

GBM14 family includes a member (E) that can reproduce both

GBM and PNC aspects, and display mixed transcriptional fea-

tures, providing an opportunity to investigate presumptive tran-

sitional states and mechanisms.

In conclusion, most GBMs consist of different functional sub-

clones, each sustained by a GSC running a distinctive tran-

scriptional program. However, the number of subclonal typol-

ogies appears to be limited, and the same typology seems to

recur across different patients irrespective of the genetic land-

scape, which lays the foundation for recognizing shared vulner-

abilities. The parallel derivation of GSCs by imposing the pres-

sure of different GFs or GF cocktails allows the isolation of

GSCs with distinctive properties from individual tumors, and

helps us better understand the cell populations on whichmicro-

environmental factors, including therapies, exert their selective

pressure, thereby propelling GBM therapeutic resistance and

recurrence.

Limitations of the study
The GSC families characterized in this study, although repre-

sentative of the main GBM subtypes, may fail to capture the

overall genetic and transcriptomic characteristics of GBM pa-

tients. The molecular comparison between GSCs and original

tumors is limited. The selection of GFs and GF cocktails used

to isolate different GSCs from single tumors was based on

rational criteria, but these factors cannot fully recapitulate the

complexity and individual variations of the microenvironmental

cues that act on GBM cells. Additionally, the assessment of

GSC tumorigenicity was performed in immunocompromised

mice, which lack essential components of the GBM microenvi-

ronment. Therefore caution must be taken in interpreting the re-

lationships between GSC molecular features and their in vivo

properties.
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Antibodies

anti-EGFR antibodies (clone E30) Dako Cytomation cat#M7239; RRID:AB_2721108

(IHC 1:100, 1h)

anti-EGFR-PE (EGFR.1) antibodies Immunological Science cat#MAB-9680PE (FC 1:20)

anti-PDGFRA-PE (16A1) antibodies Biolegend cat#323506; RRID:AB_2268113 (FC 1:10)

anti-PDGFRA antibodies Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#TA804956; RRID:AB_2627546

(IHC 1:50, O/N)

anti-HGF R/MET-PE-Cy7 (95106) antibodies R&D System cat#MAB3582; RRID:AB_884334 (FC 1:20)

anti-MET C-12 antibodies SantaCruz Biotechnology cat#sc-10; RRID:AB_631940 (IHC 1:50, O/N)

anti-MET DL21 antibodies Prat et al.52 N/A (WB 1:1500)

anti-Synaptophisin (D35E4) antibodies Cell Signaling Technology cat#5461; RRID:AB_10698743 (WB 1:1000)

anti- Synaptophisin (clone SP11) antibodies Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#MA5-14532; RRID:AB_10983675

(IHC 1:100, 1h)

anti-BTG2 antibodies Atlas Antibodies cat#HPA002355; RRID:AB_1078304

(WB 1:1000)

anti-b3-tubulin (TU-20) antibodies Cell Signaling Technology cat#4466; RRID:AB_1904176 (WB 1:1000)

Alexa Fluor� 488 anti-b3-tubulin antibodies BD Biosciences cat#560381; RRID:AB_1645344 (IF 1:50)

anti-NeuN (14H6L24) antibodies Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#702022; RRID:AB_2633050 (WB 1:250)

anti-ASCL1 (E6Y1B) antibodies Cell Signaling Technology cat#55467; RRID:AB_2936422 (WB 1:1000)

anti-Doublecortin (EPR19997) antibodies Abcam cat#ab207175; RRID:AB_2894710 (WB 1:500)

anti-GFAP (N-18) antibodies Santa Cruz Biotechnology cat#sc-6171; RRID:AB_641023

(WB 1:200, IF 1:50)

anti-GFAP (clone 6F2) antibodies Dako Cytomation cat#M0721 (IHC 1:150, 1h)

anti-Vimentin (VIM 3B4) antibodies Millipore cat#CBL202; RRID:AB_93387 (WB 1:500)

anti-YAP1 antibodies Proteintech cat#13584-1-AP; RRID:AB_2218915

(WB 1:2000)

anti-GalC (H300) antibodies Santa Cruz Biotechnology cat#sc-67352; RRID:AB_2108531 (IF 1:50)

anti-CD44 (8E2) antibodies Cell Signaling Technology cat#5640; RRID:AB_10547133 (WB 1:1000)

anti-CD44-FITC (MEM233) antibodies Immunological Sciences cat#MAB-1141F (FC 1:20)

anti-CD24-FITC (SN3) antibodies Immunological Sciences cat#MAB-1417F (FC 1:20)

anti-CD45 PE-CF594 (HI30) antibodies BD Horizon cat#562312; RRID:AB_11154590 (FC 1:20)

anti-CD56 PE-Cy7 (N901) antibodies Beckman Coulter cat#A21692; RRID:AB_2892144 (FC 1:20)

anti-Vinculin antibodies Sigma-Aldrich cat#V9131; RRID:AB_477629 (WB 1:200)

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

FGF2 PeproTech cat#100-18B

EGF Sigma-Aldrich cat#E1257

PDGFBB PeproTech cat#100-14B

HGF PeproTech cat#100-39H

B27 PLUS supplement Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#17504044

Critical commercial assays

All Prep DNA/RNA Mini kit Qiagen cat#80284

RNeasy Mini kit Qiagen cat#74004

Maxwell� RSC miRNA Tissue kit Promega cat#AS4500

ReliaPrepTM gDNA Tissue Miniprep System Promega cat#A2051

PowerPlex� 16 HS System Promega cat#DC2101

Platinum� Taq Hot-Start DNA Polymerase Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#14966001

(Continued on next page)
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2x Phanta Max Master Mix Vazyme cat#P515-01

BigDye Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing kit Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#4337455

CleanSEQ Dye-Terminator Removal Kit Beckman Coulter cat#A29151

TaqManTM Universal PCR Master Mix Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#4304437

ddPCR Supermix for Probes (No dUTP) Bio-Rad cat#1863023

RNA 6000 Nano kit Agilent cat#5067-1511

QubitTM RNA BR Assay kit Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#Q10210

SureSelectXT HumanAllExon V5+UTRs Agilent cat#5190-6213

TruSeq Stranded mRNA Library Prep Illumina cat#20020595

Agilent High Sensitivity DNA Kit Agilent cat#5067-4626

QubitTM dsDNA HS kit Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#Q32851

IDT for Illumina TruSeq RNA UN Indexes Illumina cat#20022371

MiSeq Reagent Kit v2 Illumina cat#MS-102-2002

NVSEQ 6000 S1 Rgt Kit v1.5 Illumina cat#20028318

MICROTUBE-15 AFA BEADS SCREW-CAP (25) COVARIS cat#COV520045

Agencourt AMPure XP - 60 mL Beckman Coulter cat#A63881

NXSEQ AMPFREE LOW DNA

LIBRARY KIT 12RXN/48RXN

Lucigen cat#14000-1/cat#14000-2

xGenTM Stubby Adapter and

UDI Primer Pairs Index 1-96

IDT cat#10005924/cat#10005921

XGEN HYBRIDIZATION AND WASH KIT IDT cat#1080577

xGen� Universal Blockers - TS Mix IDT cat#1075474

XGEN LIBRARY AMPLIFICATION PRIMER MIX IDT cat#1077675

xGen Custom Hyb Panel-Accel IDT N/A

KAPA HIFI HS RM (6.25ML) Roche cat#7958935001

NSQ 500/550 Mid Output KT v2.5 (300 CYS) Illumina cat#20024905

MiSeq� Reagent Kit v3 (600 cycle) Illumina cat#MS-102-3003

Chromium Next GEM Single Cell 30 Kit v3.1 103 Genomics cat#1000268

Chromium Next GEM Chip G Single Cell Kit 103 Genomics cat#1000127

NovaSeq 6000 SP Reagent Kit (200 cycles) Illumina cat#20040326

RNAScope Duplex assay Advanced Cell Diagnostics cat#322500

Annexin V Apoptosis Detection Kit Becton Dickinson cat#556547

CellTiter-Glo� Promega cat#G7570

CN probe: CDKN2A Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#Hs03714372_cn

CN probe: CDKN2B Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#Hs02900430_cn

CN probe: PTEN Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#Hs02599450_cn

CN probe: EGFR Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#Hs.PT.58.27649789.g

CN probe: PDGFRA Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#Hs05935655_cn

CN probe: MET Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#Hs04993403_cn

CN probe: FGFR3 Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#Hs00116878_cn

CN probe: HGF Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#Hs02789622_cn

CN probe: MYC Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#Hs00834648_cn

CN probe: NFKBIA IDT cat#Hs.PT.58.45537430.g

CN probe: MDM4 IDT cat#Hs.PT.58.3793007.g

CN probe: CDK4 Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#Hs01071103_cn

CN probe: PIK3CA Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#Hs00923687_cn

CN probe: RNAseP Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#4403328

CN probe: GREB Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#Hs01738470_cn

CN probe: APOA1 IDT cat#Hs.PT.56A.40574746.g

(Continued on next page)
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FISH probe: Vysis EGFR/CEP

7 FISH Probe Kit

Abbott Molecular cat#1N35-20

FISH probe: ZytoLight SPEC MYC

Dual Color BreakApart Probe

Zytovision cat#Z-2090-50

ddPCR probe: TERT C228T_113 Bio-Rad cat#dHsaEXD72405942

ddPCE probe: TERT C250T_113 Bio-Rad cat#dHsaEXD46675715

gene expression probe: EGFR Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#Hs01076078_m1

gene expression probe: PDGFRA Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#Hs00183486_m1

gene expression probe: MET Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#Hs01565584_m1

gene expression probe: MYC Thermo Fisher Scientific cat#Hs00300643_m1

In situ RNA hybridization probe: Hs-CD44-C2 Advanced Cell Diagnostics cat#311271-C2

In situ RNA hybridization probe: Hs-VIM Advanced Cell Diagnostics cat#310441

In situ RNA hybridization probe: Hs-VIM-C2 Advanced Cell Diagnostics cat#310441-C2

In situ RNA hybridization probe: Hs-S100A11 Advanced Cell Diagnostics cat#400861

In situ RNA hybridization probe: Hs-DCX-C2 Advanced Cell Diagnostics cat#489551-C2

In situ RNA hybridization probe: Hs-CD24 Advanced Cell Diagnostics cat#313021

In situ RNA hybridization probe: Hs-STMN4 Advanced Cell Diagnostics cat#850151

Deposited data

WES and NGS panel datasets This paper ENA: PRJEB55406, study ERP140298

RNAseq (bulk and single-cell) datasets This paper ENA: PRJEB55406, study ERP140298

Bulk RNAseq FeatureCounts

(Figures 5 and 7B–7D)

This paper, Mendeley data https://data.mendeley.com/

datasets/n5tvhwpvg5/draft

Single-cell RNAseq log transformed

normalized counts (Figure 7G)

This paper, Mendeley data https://data.mendeley.com/

datasets/n5tvhwpvg5/draft

STR analysis cohort 2 (GBMs and GSCs) This paper, Mendeley data https://data.mendeley.com/

datasets/n5tvhwpvg5/draft

IHC score in validation cohort (Figure 1G) This paper, Mendeley data https://data.mendeley.com/

datasets/n5tvhwpvg5/draft

Raw data for stem cell frequency (Figure 6A) This paper, Mendeley data https://data.mendeley.com/

datasets/n5tvhwpvg5/draft

Raw data for western blot (Figure 7F) This paper, Mendeley data https://data.mendeley.com/

datasets/n5tvhwpvg5/draft

Raw data for quantification of in situ RNA

hybridization (Figures 7I and 7J)

This paper, Mendeley data https://data.mendeley.com/

datasets/n5tvhwpvg5/draft

Experimental models: Cell lines

Human GBM tissue (cohort 2) Città della Salute e Scienza https://www.cittadellasalute.to.it/

Human GBM tissue (validation cohort) Spedali Civili di Brescia Orzan et al.25

A549 (lung cancer) ATCC cat#ATCC� CCL-185

A2780 (ovarian cancer) ECACC cat#93112519-1VL

SNB19 (GBM) NCI-60 cancer panel RRID:CVCL_0535

U87MG (GBM) ATCC cat#ATCC� HTB-14

U251 (GBM) NCI-60 cancer panel RRID:CVCL_0021

UACC257 (melanoma) NCI-60 cancer panel RRID:CVCL_1779

NHA (normal human astrocyte) Lonza Bioscience cat#CC-2565

SVG (immortalized astrocyte) ATCC cat#ATCC� CRL8621

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

NOD.CB17-Prkdcscid/J Charles River Laboratories https://www.criver.com/products-services/

find-model/jax-nod-scid-mice?region=27

Oligonucleotides

Primers (see Table S5) This paper N/A

(Continued on next page)
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Software and algorithms

cBioPortal site for Cancer Genomics Cerami et al.53 http://www.cbioportal.org/

The Human Protein Atlas Uhlen et al.54 http://www.proteinatlas.org

Gliovis data portal Bowman et al.55 http://gliovis.bioinfo.cnio.es/

GraphPad Prism 8.3.0 GraphPad software www.graphpad.com

Laboratory Assistance Suite (LAS) Baralis et al.56 http://las.ircc.it/las/laslogin/

Chromas Lite 2.01 software Technelysium http://www.technelysium.com.au/

chromas_lite.html

COSMIC Sanger Institute http://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic

GEDAS software Fu and Medico57 http://spurceforge.net/projects/gedas

MutationTaster2021 Steinhaus et al.58 https://www.genecascade.org/

MutationTaster2021/

CytoVision� software Olympus https://www.selectscience.net/

products/cytovision/

Summit 4.3 software Beckman Coulter PN998403C

ELDA: Extreme Limiting Dilution Analysis Hu et al.59 http://bioinf.wehi.edu.au/software/elda/

R R-Project for Stat computing https://www.r-project.org/

bcl2fastq Illumina V2.20.0.422

STAR 2.5.465 Dobin et al.60 https://github.com/alexdobin/STAR

GENCODE 2021 Frankish et al.61 https://dspace.mit.edu/

handle/1721.1/132262.2

Subread/featureCounts v.1.6.3 Liao et al.62 https://subread.sourceforge.net/

DESeq2 1.38.1 Anders et al.63 https://bioconductor.org/packages/

release/bioc/html/DESeq2.html

enrichR Chen et al.64; Kuleshov et al.65 https://maayanlab.cloud/Enrichr/

CellRanger 7.1.0 Zheng et al.66 https://10xgenomics.com

SEURAT v.4.3.0 Hao et al.67 https://satijalab.org/seurat/

Doublet Finder v.2.0.3 McGinnis et al.68 https://github.com/chris-mcginnis-

ucsf/DoubletFinder

BWA-mem Li and Durbin69 https://github.com/lh3/bwa

SAMtools 1.9 Danecek et al.70 http://www.htslib.org/

Image Lab software Bio-Rad cat#17006130

ImageJ software NIH https://ImageJ.nih.gov
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Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Carla Boc-

caccio (carla.boccaccio@ircc.it).

Materials availability
Neurospheres are available from the lead contact upon completed material transfer agreement after request by qualified academic

investigators for non-commercial purposes.

Data and code availability
d HumanNext Generation Sequencing data (DNA sequencing, and bulk and single-cell RNA sequencing) have been deposited at

the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) of European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) under project accession number

PRJEB55406, study ERP140298 (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/search) and are publicly available as of the date of pub-

lication. The accession number is listed in the key resources table. Bulk RNAseq FeatureCounts, single-cell RNAseq log trans-

formed normalized counts, STR profiling and SNP ID of GSC families, IHC score in validation cohort, original western blots,

limiting dilution assay data, and in situ RNA hybridization images have been deposited at Mendeley, and are publicly available

as of the date of publication. STR profiling of GBM14, 17, 18 and 20GSC families and SNP ID of GBM14 family are also available

in Table S4.
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d No original code is reported in this study.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available upon request from the lead contact.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Human subjects
Glioblastoma samples were obtained from patients recruited at Fondazione IRCCS Istituto Neurologico C. Besta (Milan, Italy), or at

Città della Salute e della Scienza (University of Torino, Italy), according to protocols approved by the respective institutional Ethical

Committees. Informed written consent was gathered from all patients and studies were conducted according to the Declaration of

Helsinki. All patient data and samples were de-identified before processing and key information (sex, age and diagnosis) is re-

ported in Table S1 (cohort 1) and Table S2 (cohort 2). Briefly, patients were all adults (median age = 61.5, cohort 1, and = 67, cohort

2), and M:F ratio was 2.3 in cohort 1 (29:69) and 1.8 in cohort 2 (11:20). Sex and age were not considered as relevant factors in this

study. Glioblastoma samples in the validation cohort were obtained from the Archive of Pathological Department of Spedali Civili

of Brescia. Their use was approved by the Ethics Board of Spedali Civili of Brescia. Clinical characteristics of patients in this cohort

were previously reported.25 For the TCGA GBM cohort: (i) genetic data for correlation studies were obtained from the public cBio-

Portal website (Glioblastoma Multiforme TCGA Firehose Legacy, July 2022, https://www.cbioportal.org/)53; (ii) immunohisto-

chemical evaluation of EGF, FGF2, HGF and PDGFB in public tissues were obtained from the Human Protein Atlas (http://

www.proteinatlas.org).54

Neurosphere (NS) derivation
Conventional NSs (cohort 1) were derived starting from surgical samples (biopsies and, in a small percentage of cases, ultrasonic

aspirate, UA, see Table S1 for details) of consecutive primary GBMs obtained at Fondazione IRCCS Istituto Neurologico C. Besta

(Milan, Italy), as previously described.33 NSs were propagated at clonal density in standard medium containing human FGF2

(20 ng/mL, PeproTech) and EGF (20 ng/mL, Sigma-Aldrich).

NS family members (cohort 2) were derived starting from UA of primary GBMs obtained at Città della Salute e della Scienza

(University of Torino, Italy). Briefly, the fresh fluid obtained with the UA was collected in conical tubes, centrifuged 10 min at

270 g, RT and red blood cells were lysed by treatment with ACK for 15 min. The pellet was incubated with collagenase type

1 at 37�C for 20 min, mechanically dissociated by up and down pipetting with a sterile 18G needle in a 1 mL syringe and sub-

jected to sequential 100 mm and 70 mm filtrations. Cellular resuspension (containing cancer cells, normal endothelial and peri-

tumoral cells and blood white cells) was equally distributed in low-adherent 75 cm2 flasks using 7 different media containing

EGF, FGF2, HGF or PDGFB alone or combined at different concentration (2 or20 ng/mL). An additional medium devoid of

any GF was also used. A simplified scheme of derivation procedure is provided in Figure S8. Part of the same cellular resus-

pension was collected for DNA analysis. Cell cultures were monitored (and cell culture media were refreshed) daily until NS

appearance. Newly formed NSs were propagated at clonal density in derivation medium, considered stabilized after around

10 passages, and used as described.

Cohort 1 and 2 NSs were maintained in normoxic condition (20% O2, 5% CO2) at 37
�C. NS identity and correspondence with the

parental GBM has been routinely verified by short tandem repeated profiling (PowerPlex 16 HS System, Promega) orWES analysis of

SNP ID (see below; Table S4).

Conventional cell lines
Human cell lines representative of epithelial tumors (A549, ATCC; A2780, ECACC), neuroectodermal tumors (SNB19, U251 and

UACC257, NCI-60; U87MG, ATCC) and normal astrocytes (NHA, Lonza Bioscience; SVG, ATCC), used for CD56 specificity valida-

tion, were kept in culture according to manufacturer’s instructions (see key resources table for details) and re-authenticated soon

before experiments by short tandem repeated profiling (PowerPlex 16 HS System, Promega).

Mice and experimental tumors
Animal studies were performed according to ethical regulations and protocols approved by the Italian Ministry of Health (Autho-

rization N. 223/2015-PR). Mice (6-8 week-old male NOD.CB17-Prkdcscid/J mice, Charles River Laboratories) were housed at a

maximum of 6 per cage with a 12 h light/dark cycle at 22�C, and were monitored at a minimum of twice weekly for general

performance status. For generation of experimental GBMs, GSC family members were previously engineered to express lucif-

erase and GFP as previously described71 and in vitro bioluminescence was verified. A minimum of 5 randomly assigned mice

were used for each injected NS. Intracranial transplantation was conducted as described71; briefly, 2.5 3 105 dissociated cells

were stereotactically injected into the mouse brain (0.7 mm anterior from bregma, 2 mm lateral from the midline and 2 mm

below the pial surface). Mice were monitored by bioluminescence imaging (IVIS Lumina System, Caliper Life Sciences) and

sacrificed at the appearance of evident suffering signs. Tumor onset was established at the appearance of bioluminescence

signals (105photons/sec).
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METHOD DETAILS

DNA and RNA extraction and retrotranscription
From NSs, nucleic acids were extracted using All Prep DNA/RNAMini Kit (Qiagen) according to manufacturer’s instructions with mi-

nor modifications for preserving miRNAs. Briefly, 1.5 volumes of Absolute ethanol were used in the RNA precipitation step and wash

buffer RW1was replaced by RWTbuffer (Qiagen). In some experiments eithermiRNeasyMini Kit (Qiagen) or RNeasyMini Kit (Qiagen)

were used. Purified mRNAs were reverse transcribed starting from 150 or 250 ng of total RNA and using High-Capacity cDNA

Reverse Transcription Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). DNA from NSs and parental UAs was extracted using ReliaPrep gDNA Tissue

Miniprep System (Promega); RNA was isolated using Maxwell RSCmiRNA Tissue Kit (Promega). Unless specified otherwise, all pro-

cedures related to DNA extraction and RNA extraction, and retrotranscription were performed according to manufacturer’s

instructions.

Gene copy number evaluation
Gene copy number (CN) analysis was assessed by real-time PCR, using TaqMan Universal PCR Master MIX and the ABI PRISM

7900HT sequence detection system (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Primers and probes for TaqMan CN assays are reported in the

key resources table and in Table S5. Relative gene CN data were calculated by normalizing against endogenous controls (RNaseP

or APOA1 and GREB1). Normal diploid human gDNA (either from 293T cell line, ATCC, or from PBMCs) was used as calibrator to

obtain the DDCt. The CN of each gene was calculated with the formula 232�DDCt. To discriminate between real EGFR amplification

and chr7 polysomy, the calculated CNwas normalized vs. CN of a usually not amplified reference genemapped on chr7 (HGF). EGFR

amplification is defined when CN is > 3 + HGF CN. For other genes, amplification is defined when CN is > 5; heterozygous deletion is

defined when CN is < 1.5; CN gain is defined when CN is 3<CN < 5. In cultured cells, homozygous deletion corresponds to the

absence of target gene PCR product in the presence of control gene PCR product. In tumor tissues, homozygous deletion is defined

when CN < 1.

Gene sequencing
In NSs, IDH1, TP53, PTEN were amplified using Platinum Taq DNA Polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and specific primer pairs

(Table S5). PCR conditions were as follows: 95�C for 3’; 33 [95�C for 1500, 64�C for 3000, and 70�C for 1’]; 33 [95�C for 1500, 61�C for

3000, and 70�C for 1’]; 33 [95�C for 1500, 58�C for 3000, and 70�C for 1’]; 373 [95�C for 1500, 57�C for 3000, and 70�C for 1’]; and 70�C for

5’. pTERT was amplified using 23 Phanta Max Master Mix (Vazyme) and specific primer pairs (Table S5). PCR conditions were as

follows: 95�C for 3’; 403 [95�C for 1500, 63.9�C for 1500, and 72�C for 30’’]; and 72�C for 3’. PCR products were purified using illustra

ExoProStar 1-Step (Merck) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Cycle sequencing was performed using BigDye Terminator

v3.1 Cycle Sequencing kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Sequencing products were purified using CleanSEQ Dye-Terminator Removal

Kit (Beckman Coulter) and analyzed with a 3730 DNA Analyzer ABI capillary electrophoresis system (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Data were visualized by Chromas Lite 2.01 software (http://www.technelysium.com.au/chromas_lite.html) and compared with refer-

ence sequences from the Homo sapiens assembly GRCh37. Pathogenicity of all identified variants was assessed using

MutationTaster202158 and the Catalog Of Somatic Mutations In Cancer (COSMIC, https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic).

Droplet digital PCR (ddPCR)
To detect TERT promoter mutations (c.1-124C>T and c.1-146C>T) VAF, ddPCR was performed using probe–based assays with

ddPCR Supermix for Probes (no dUTP) (Biorad), according to manufacturer’s instructions. Droplets were generated using

AutoDG Droplet Digital PCR System (Biorad) and analyzed on a QX200 Droplet Digital PCR System using QX Manager Software

Standard Edition, Version 1.2 (Biorad). ddPCR assays are reported in key resources table.

NGS target panel analysis
Quantity and quality of fresh sample- or PBMC-derived gDNA was evaluated by means of Qubit dsDNA HS or BR Assay kit (Thermo

Fisher Scientific) and 1% agarose gel electrophoresis run, respectively. Library preparation was performed starting from 400 ng of

DNA, firstly fragmented by using the M220 Focused-ultrasonicator (Covaris), followed by a clean-up step with an optimized ratio vol-

ume of AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter). Subsequent end-repair step and dA-tailing reaction of blunt-ended DNA fragments

was performed by means of NxSeq AmpFREE Low DNA Library Kit (Lucigen) with small adjustments to increase the efficiency of

the reactions. Adaptor ligation step has been performed with the same Lucigen’s kit, by using xGen Stubby Adapter (IDT) as adap-

tors. After clean-up step with AMPureXP beads (Beckman Coulter), samples have been amplified (KAPA HiFi HotStart ReadyMix

PCR Kit, Roche) concomitantly introducing unique sample barcodes (xGen Stubby Adapter-UDI Primers, IDT). Before target enrich-

ment, QC of post-PCR libraries were checked by means of Qubit dsDNA BR Assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and of 2100 Bio-

analyzer with a High-Sensitivity DNA assay kit (Agilent Technologies). The target of interest for GBM-custom panel design has

been defined starting from the identification of genes relevant for tumorigenesis, evolution and emergence of drug resistance in

GBM, thus including all coding regions of 75 genes. In details, the GBM-custom panel covers 232,760 bases with 2,570 designed

probes (CUSTOM IDT xGen Custom Hyb Panel-Accel, IDT). Equal amounts of post-PCR libraries (750 ng) were pooled, for a

maximum of 8 samples per pool, and subjected to the GBM-panel target enrichment with xGen Hybridization and Wash Kit (IDT)
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plus xGen Universal Blockers - TS Mix (IDT) following manufacturer instruction, except for the choice to perform over-night hybrid-

ization in order to increase the on-target capture. A further amplification of the libraries has been performed with KAPA HiFi HotStart

ReadyMix PCR Kit (Roche) and xGen Library Amplification Primer Mix (IDT), thus reaching needed amount of final libraries. Final li-

braries were quantified by means of Qubit dsDNA HS Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and their fragment distribution evaluated

using High-Sensitivity DNA assay kit (Agilent Technologies). Equal molar amounts of DNA libraries were pooled and, based on the

total number of samples ready to be analyzed, sequenced using Illumina MiSeq or NextSeq500 sequencer (Illumina). Data analysis

was performed using a bioinformatic pipeline previously described.72,73 A metanormal was built from fastQ files obtained by 10

PBMC samples sequenced using the same laboratory procedures. Alignments from metanormal and UA samples were compared

to identify mutations/indels in tumor and metanormal sample. Somatic alterations were present only in tumor while germline ones

were common to both samples. NGS artifacts were further filtered following the methods previously described.73,74 Then only var-

iants with 5% significance level obtained with a Fisher’s exact test, supported by a minimum of 4 mutated reads in regions with 53

minimum depth and with allele frequency >2.5% were considered. Indels were called using Pindel tool in both alignments and only

somatic indels with fractional abundance >10%were reported. Gene CN variations analysis was performed in the matched samples

(Tumor vs. Metanormal) for each patient as previously reported.73,74

WES analysis
For GSC families and UA samples, library preparation was performed starting from 1 mg of total DNA using Agilent SureSelectXT Hu-

manAllExon V5+UTRs and sequenced on a Nextseq500 (Illumina). FastQ files were generated by Illumina sequencer and analyzed

according to a previously set-up bioinformatic pipeline.73 Briefly, human reads were mapped to assembly of human reference

genome version 19 using BWA-mem algorithm69 with standard parameters. PCR duplicates were removed using the RMDUP com-

mand of SAMtools package70 and, to delete sequencing artifacts, reads having more than 3 mismatches compared with reference

genome were filtered out. Only the bases with Phred Score >30 were selected for the genetic analysis. Furthermore, mutations sup-

ported by reads’ groups having strand bias (mutations supported by ratio between strands >0.9 or <0.1), or bymismatch only in head/

tail of the read (the first and the last nucleotide of the read) were ignored. In order to evaluate the similarity of UAwith derivative GSCs,

hierarchical cluster analysis was performed using NGS data of each family sample (GBM14, GBM17, GBM18, GBM20). For this anal-

ysis, the ratio between themedian gene depth andmedian depth of the whole exomewas defined as Gene Copy Number (GCN). The

VAFs were normalized using GCN, obtaining adjusted VAFs, and, only when the adjusted fractional abundance was higher than 1%,

the mutations were used to build distance matrix and agglomerative hierarchical clustering. The package Cluster v 2.1.0 of the soft-

ware package R v 3.6.3 (www.r-project.org) was usedwith unweighted pair group averagemethod (UPGMA) for the hierarchical clus-

tering analysis and for the genetic distance identification among the samples. Mutations were grouped in private, common and

shared and were shown (with corresponding adjusted frequency) in the heatmap.

Sample assignment of GBM14 cell lines was performed using the single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) identification through

NGS fromWES data. In detail, the list of SNPs present in dbSNP version 155 in coding sequences was extracted and used to identify

the sample allelic profile (AP) and to build the SNP identifier (SNP_ID) of each sample. All SNP_ID were compared to establish the

correct sample matching and results were reported in Table S4. Each allele was considered only if the fractional abundance was

higher than 10%with aminimum depth of 10X in both samples. Samples were considered "matched" if the allelic homology percent-

age was higher than 95%.

FISH analysis
In order to evaluate EGFR and MYC amplification, FISH analysis was performed using Vysis EGFR/CEP 7 FISH Probe Kit (Abbott),

including an orange fluorochrome probe specific for EGFR and a green fluorochrome probe specific for the corresponding alpha sat-

ellite centromeric region as control, and the ZytoLight SPECMYCDual Color Break Apart Probe (Zytovision), also able to detect gene

rearrangements. FISH was performed on both bioptic samples (MYC) and interphase nuclei (MYC, EGFR) according to manufac-

turer’s instructions. For bioptic samples, formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) sections were deparaffinized, air-dried, incubated

in Pre-Treatment Solution at 98 �C for 10 min, followed by proteolytic digestion using Pepsin (Agilent). After air dehydration, 10 mL of

probemixturewere applied to each sample. Slides and probeswere co-denatured at 75 �C for 10 min and hybridized at 37 �C for 16 h

in the dark (Top Brite). After washing with Stringent Wash Buffer (Agilent), chromatin was counterstained with DAPI 150 ng/mL

(Zytovision). For analysis of interphase nuclei, cell suspensions were incubated with the probe for 10 min at 75�C for co-denaturation

and placed in a humidified chamber at 37�C O/N for the hybridization step. After washing with ISH Stringent Wash Buffer (Agilent),

chromatin was counterstained with DAPI 150 ng/mL (Zytovision). An average of 100 cells was analyzed using an Olympus BX61 mi-

croscope (Olympus Corporation) and CytoVision software (Leica Biosystems). EGFRCNwas determined by calculating the ratio be-

tween the gene and the centromere CN, and considered amplified if the ratio gene CN/centromere CNwasR2.MYCCNwas defined

as increased (gain) when the ratio gene CN/nuclei was 3 < n < 6 and amplified if the ratio was R6.

Bulk gene expression profiling
RNA integrity was assessed using the 2100Bioanalyzer with RNA 6000Nano kit (Agilent) and quantified usingQubit RNABRAssay kit

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Libraries were prepared starting from up to 400–800 ng of total RNA with TruSeq Stranded mRNA Library

Preparation Kit (Illumina) according to themanufacturer’s protocol. Library size was assessed using the 2100 Bioanalyzer with a High
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Sensitivity DNA assay kit (Agilent) and quantified using the Qubit dsDNA HS kit. Libraries were normalized to 10nM in TrisHcl 10mM

pH = 8.5, pooled and sequenced using Illumina MiSeq and NovaSeq 6000 Sequencer (Illumina) performing 150 reaction cycles in

single end. FastQ files were generated using bcl2fastq (Illumina). Each generated fastQ file was aligned using STAR 2.5.460 andmap-

ped to the human GRCh38 genome reference. The GENCODE release 27 was used as transcriptome reference annotation, and gene

expression quantification was performed with featureCounts.61,62 Differential expression analysis was carried out in R environment

(v4.2.2) with DESeq263 using the following thresholds: p value < 0.005 and logFC >2. GO analysis was performed by enrichR (https://

maayanlab.cloud/Enrichr/).64,65,75 Clustering and data representation were performed with the GEDAS software.57

scRNA-seq and data processing
Dissociated NSs were stained with Annexin V and DAPI as described76 and sorted by means of Fluorescence-Activated Cell Sorting

(FACS, MoFlo Astrios EQ, Beckman Coulter) for being Annexin Vneg/DAPIneg as to analyze only perfectly viable cells. Sorted cells

were processed with Chromium Next GEM Single Cell 3ʹ Reagent Kits v3.1 Dual Index and Chromium Controller instrument (103

Genomics, Inc) following manufacturer’s instruction. Briefly, single cell suspensions were brought to a concentration of 103 cells/

mL, and 53 103 cells were processed to obtain 33 103 targeted cells. For cDNA amplification 12 cycles were used, and for the index

PCR 14 amplification cycles were performed. Final libraries were quantified with Qubit dsDNAHS Assay Kit (ThermoFisher Scientific)

and their fragment distribution evaluated with High-Sensitivity DNA assay kit (Agilent Technologies). Equal amounts of DNA libraries

were pooled and sequenced using Illumina NovaSeq6000 sequencer (Illumina Inc.), thus generating sequencing data as required by

manufacturer’s instruction (read1 28bp, read2 90bp, double index 10bp). Sequencing data were aligned to the human reference

genome (GRCh38) and processed using the CellRanger 7.1.0 pipeline (10x Genomics)66 to obtain 1577 cells for member E, 1323

for member F and 1906 for member NO GF, with genes assigned to at least 3 cells. The raw gene expression matrix from the

CellRanger pipeline was filtered and normalized using the ‘‘LogNormalize’’ method from the Seurat R package.67 Filtering was per-

formed according to the following criteria: 1) cells with <10% of mitochondrial gene expression in counts and ribosomal genes <15%

(# of cells E = 1157, # of cells F = 1005, # of cells NO GF = 1170), and 2) cells displaying more than 1000 expressed genes,i.e., genes

with at least 1 read (# of cells E = 764, # of cells F = 333, # of cells NOGF = 916). Doublet Finder was employed to remove cell doublets

and pN-pK parameters were chosen as suggested68 (final dataset composed of # of cells E = 755, # of cells F = 330, # of cells NO

GF = 901). The gene expression of filtered cells matrices was normalized to the total UMI counts per cell and transformed to the nat-

ural log scale.

To evaluate expression of transcriptional signatures in GSC family members, we calculated metagenes as the average expression

of the gene sets in each cell. Accordingly, Montecarlo randomization was performed on Neftel gene signatures to estimate the null

distribution in each profile for each score. Cells with scores higher than the 99th percentile of corresponding null distribution were

assigned. The results are reported in Table S3. To assign a uniqueMES-like or NPC-like score to each cell, the highest score between

MES-like 1 and 2 or NPC-like 1 and 2 was considered.

Quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR)
Real-time PCR for evaluation of gene mRNA expression was performed using primer and probe sets (Thermo Fisher Scientific) listed

in the key resources table, with TaqMan Universal PCR Master Mix and an ABI PRISM 7900HT sequence detection system (Thermo

Fisher Scientific). Expression levels were normalized against endogenous controls (b-actin and b2microglobulin). When appropriate,

control cells were used as calibrators. Expression levels were reported as 40-Ct or as fold vs. control cells, and are themean ±SEMof

two independent experiments in triplicate.

In situ RNA hybridization (RNAscope)
RNA chromogenic in situ hybridization was performed on 5 mm thick formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) samples using RNA-

scope Duplex Assay (Advanced Cell Diagnostics, Bio-Techne) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, FFPE sections were

deparaffinized, dehydratated and pretreated using three consecutive incubations as follow: (i) hydrogen peroxide, 10 min RT, (ii)

target retrieval, 15 min at boiling temperature, and (iii) ACD HybEZ hybridization with protease, 30 min at 40�C. Pretreated samples

were incubated 2 h at 40�Cwith the indicated probes, and signals were amplified and detected with respectively green (channel 1) or

fast red (channel 2) substrate. Hematoxylin was used for staining cellular nuclei and guided discrimination between the GBM and the

PNC component. Staining was evaluated with the use of an Axio Zeiss microscope. Quantification was performed on ImageJ (NIH)

according to RNAscope Duplex Assay manufacturer’s instruction (Advanced Cell Diagnostics, Bio-Techne). Briefly, 5 high resolution

(403) images/probe pair were evaluatedmeasuring both the percentage of cells expressing the target and the average target expres-

sion level. The latter was evaluated according to the ACD scoring system (0: no staining; 1: 1–3 dots/cell; 2: 4–9 dots/cell not in clus-

ter; 3: 10–15 dots/cell in clusters; 4: >15 dots/cell in clusters). Target genes and probed regions are listed in the key resources table.

Sequences of target probes, pre-amplifier, amplifier and label probes are proprietary (Advanced Cell Diagnostics, Bio-Techne).

Western blotting
NS cells were lysed in boiling Laemmli Buffer as previously described71 and clarified by sonication and centrifugation (13,000 rpm for

at least 10min). Total amount of proteins obtained was quantified using the BCA System (Pierce). 10 to 20 mg of proteins were loaded

and separated by SDS-PAGE on a 4–15 or 4-20% pre-casted polyacrylamide gel (Biorad) and transferred on nitrocellulose (BioRad).
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After membrane saturation, primary antibodies used were MET, Synaptophysin, BTG2, NeuN, ASCL1, Doublecortin, GFAP, Vimen-

tin, YAP1, CD44 and beta-3-tubulin (see key resources table). Antibodies were visualized with appropriate horseradish peroxidase-

conjugated secondary antibodies (Jackson Lab) and enhanced chemiluminescence system (Promega). Blot images were captured

using the ChemiDoc Touch Imaging System (Biorad) with Image Lab software (Biorad). Vinculin was used as protein loading control

as indicated.

Flow-cytometric analysis
For fresh samples analysis, a portion of single cells obtained after UA dissociation was immediately stained with CD45 and CD56

antibodies (CD45 PE-CF594, clone HI30, #562312, BD Horizon; CD56 PE-Cy7, clone N901-NKH-1, #A21692, Beckman Coulter,

see key resources table) and analyzed by flow cytometry. The CD45/CD56 marker pair was chosen to discriminate GBM cells

(CD45neg/CD56pos) from blood-derived cells (CD45pos/CD56neg: leukocytes; CD45pos/CD56pos: NK cells) based on previous evi-

dence27 and analysis of a panel of cell lines including epithelial tumors, GBMs, a melanoma and the two astrocyte lines (NHA and

SVG), showing that CD56 is expressed by GBMs but not by astrocytes (Figure S9). In the gated CD45neg/CD56pos cells, cell viability

was measured with DAPI staining.

For analysis of cell surface RTKs, and CD24 and CD44 markers, established cell cultures were mechanically dissociated, resus-

pended at the optimal concentration of 2 3 106 cells/mL in 13 PBS + BSA 1% for FcBlock, and then incubated with the indicated

antibodies (see key resources table) for 15 min RT on a seesaw rocker in the dark. Dead cells were excluded as DAPIpos (Roche).

For each condition, fully unstained cells were processed as a negative control and, in multiparametric analysis, the Fluorescence

Minus One controls were used in order to set the correct positive gates. Samples were acquired on a CyAn ADP (Beckman

Coulter) equipped with 488 nM, 405 nM and 642 nM solid-state lasers. Collected data were analyzed with Summit 4.3 software

(Beckman Coulter), applying the available compensation matrices, including the VisiComp scaling algorithm to avoid overcompen-

sation errors.

Pseudodifferentiation assay
NSswere dissociated at single cell levels and 106 cells were seeded on a poly-lysinatedmultichambered slide in 1%FBS. 7 days after

seeding, cells were fixed with PAF 4% for 20 min. Fixed cells were permeabilized with Triton 0.2% for 10 min, washed and saturated

with PBS-TWIN BSA 5% for 1 h. Primary antibodies beta3-tubulin, GFAP and GalC (see key resources table), diluted 1:50 in PBA-

BSA 0.5%, were incubated for 1 h at RT and thenO/N at 4�C. AlexaFluor conjugated secondary antibodies (Thermo Fisher Scientific),

diluted 1:1000 in PBA-BSA 0.5%, were added and slides were incubated for 1 h. DAPI was added for 30 s. Images were captured

using LASV4.2 software on a LEICA SPEII confocal microscope and are representative of at least three independent stainings.

GBM14 NOGF and Pmembers were subjected to different pseudodifferentiation protocols (modifying% of FBS, timing and matrix).

The percentage of beta3-tubulin, GFAP andGalC positive cells has beenmeasured by counting positive cells/DAPI positive cells in at

least 5 different images.

Immunohistochemistry
Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue sections (either from human GBM validation cohort or from experimental GBMs) under-

went single or double immunohistochemical staining. Briefly, sections were de-waxed, rehydrated, and endogenous peroxidase ac-

tivity blockedwith 0.3%H2O2 inmethanol for 20min. Antigen retrieval was performed using amicrowave oven or thermostatic bath in

1.0mMEDTA buffer (pH 8.0) or 1.0mMcitrate buffer (pH 6.0). Sections were thenwashed in TBS (pH 7.4) and incubated for 1 h or O/N

with the specific primary antibody diluted in TBS 1% bovine serum albumin. Signal was revealed using the DAKO Envision+System-

HRP Labeled Polymer Anti-Mouse or Anti-Rabbit (Dako Cytomation) or NovoLink Polymer Detection System (NovocastraTM) fol-

lowed by Diaminobenzydine (DAB, Dako Cytomation) as chromogen and hematoxylin as counterstain. For double immunostains,

after completing the first immune reaction, the second primary antibody was applied and labeled using MACH 4TM Universal AP

Polymer Kit (Biocare Medical); chromogen reaction was developed with Ferangi BlueTM Chromogen System (Biocare Medical),

and nuclei were faintly counterstained with hematoxylin. Images were acquired with a Nikon DS-Ri2 camera (49083 3264 full-pixel)

mounted on a Nikon Eclipse 50i microscope equipped with Nikon Plan lenses using NIS-Elements 4.3 imaging software (Nikon Cor-

poration). Primary antibodies used were listed in the key resources table and are the following: EGFR, GFAP, Synaptophysin, MET

and PDGFRA.

Extreme limiting dilution assay
For evaluation of stem cell frequency in GSC family members, limiting dilution assay was performed as previously described.71

Briefly, cells were seeded at the concentration of 100, 50, 25, 10, 5 and 1 cell per well (10 replicates for each condition) in 96-well

plates in the derivation medium. For p2 and p3 passage, NSs were collected, dissociated, and seeded at the concentrations of

25, 12.5, 6.25, 3.125, 1.56 and 0.78 cells per well. Data reported are derived from passage p2. Wells containing NSs were counted

and data were analyzed with ELDA software59 (http://bioinf.wehi.edu.au/software/elda/).
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Cell proliferation assay
103 dissociated cells per well were plated in a 96-well plate at day�1 in a medium devoid of any GF. Where indicated, on day 0 cells

were stimulated with the full GF medium (EFPH20). Viability was measured by CellTiter-Glo Luminescent Cell Viability Assay (Prom-

ega) using a GloMax 96Microplate Luminometer (Promega) at day 0 (ctrl), and at the indicated time points after treatment. Data were

reported as mean ± SEM of at least two independent experiments (n > 4).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Where indicated, data were expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) of at least two independent experiments. The

number of biological (nontechnical) replicates for each experiment is indicated in the figure legends. Statistical comparisons were

performed using the parametric Student t test, nested t test, Fisher’s exact test and Chi-square test as reported. Co-occurrence

and mutual exclusivity were evaluated by non-parametric Spearman correlations. Survival curves were analyzed using the

Kaplan-Meier method with groups compared by respective median survival; Mantel-Cox tests were used for calculating log rank

p values. A p value < 0.05was considered significant. All statistical tests were performedwith Prism v8.0 software (GraphPad).Where

indicated, ELDA software was used.
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